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Cation and vacancy ordering in LixCoO2
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Using a combination of first-principles total energies, a cluster expansion technique, and Monte Carlo
simulations, we have studied the Li/Co ordering in LiCoO2 and Li-vacancy/Co ordering in thehCoO2. We
find: ~i! A ground-state search of the space of substitutional cation configurations yields the CuPt structure as
the lowest-energy state in the octahedral system LiCoO2 ~andhCoO2), in agreement with the experimentally
observed phase.~ii ! Finite-temperature calculations predict that the solid-state order-disorder transitions for
LiCoO2 andhCoO2 occur at temperatures (;5100 K and;4400 K, respectively! much higher than melt-
ing, thus making these transitions experimentally inaccessible.~iii ! The energy of the reaction

Etot(s,LiCoO2)2Etot(s,hCoO2)2Etot(Li, bcc) gives the average battery voltageV̄ of a LixCoO2 /Li cell for
the cathode in the structures. Searching the space of configurationss for large average voltages, we find that

s5CuPt@a monolayer̂ 111& superlattice# has a high voltage (V̄53.78 V), but that this could be increased by

cation randomization (V̄53.99 V), by partial disordering (V̄53.86 V), or by forming a two-layer Li2Co2O4

superlattice alonĝ111& ( V̄54.90 V). @S0163-1829~98!00904-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Much like theABC2 semiconductors (A,B5Al, Ga, or In
andC5N, P, As, or Sb!, which exhibit cation ordering in a
tetrahedrally coordinated network,1 the LiMO2 oxides2,3

(M53d transition metal! form a similar series of structure
based on the octahedrally coordinated network with ani
~O! on one fcc sublattice and cations~Li and M ) on the other
~Fig. 1!. Cation arrangements in isovalent~III-III-V ! or het-
erovalent ~I-III-VI ! semiconductor alloys have bee
observed1 in the disordered, CuAu-type~CA!, CuPt-type
~CP!, and chalcopyrite~CH! structures~bottom row of Fig.
1!, while cation arrangements in the oxides have be
observed2,3 in the disordered, CP, CH,D4, andY2 structures
~top row of Fig. 1!. Ab initio total-energy calculations1 have
shown that in the tetrahedrally coordinated III-V semico
ductor alloys, the CuPt structure is the least stable@due to the
fact that it represents a stacking along the elastically h
~111! direction#, while the chalcopyrite structure is mo
stable~it possesses both the lowest electrostatic and st
energies!. Similar studies have been performed for the oc
hedrally coordinated networks of the spin alloy Mn↑S-Mn↓S
and the lead chalcogenides.4 In this paper, we examine th
energetics and thermodynamics of cation ordering tenden
in the octahedral LiCoO2 oxide, and compare to the tetrah
dral semiconductor case, which is well studied. The LiCo2
compound is used as a cathode material in rechargeab
batteries.5–14 When Li is deintercalated from the compoun
it creates a vacancy~denotedh) that can be positioned in
different lattice locations. Hence, we will examine not on
~a! the Li/Co cation ordering~different sites for Li and Co!
properties of LiCoO2 (xLi51), but also~b! the vacancy/Co
ordering~different sites forh and Co! in hCoO2 (xLi50).
A third type of ordering in these materials, vacancy/Li ord
ing in Lixh12xCoO2 (0<xLi<1), is not treated here.

Our calculation proceeds in three steps:~1! Total-energy
calculations:We calculate theT50 total energy of a set o
570163-1829/98/57~4!/2242~11!/$15.00
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~not necessarily stable! ordered structures via the full poten
tial, all-electron linearized augmented plane-wave meth
~LAPW! ~Refs. 15 and 16! with all atomic positions fully
relaxed via quantum mechanical forces. We then map th
energies onto a~2! cluster expansion~CE!. 17–22This expan-
sion is a generalized Ising-like expression for the energy
an arbitrary substitutional cation arrangement. Once the c
efficients of the expansion are known, the Ising-like expr
sion may be easily evaluated for any cation configurati
Thus, one can calculate~via first principles! the total energy
of a fewcation arrangements, but then effectively search
space of 2N configurations~where N is typically &104).
Specifically, the cluster expansion may be used to search
entire configurational space for stable ground state st
tures, where one can obtain low energy, but otherwise un
pected states~i.e., states that are not included in the set
calculated total energies!. Having obtained such a gener
and computationally simple parametrization of the config
ration energy, we subject it to~3! Monte Carlo simulated
annealing23 to extend first-principles calculations~at zero
temperature! to finite temperatures, thus obtaining orde
disorder transition temperatures and thermodynamic fu
tions.

We find for LiCoO2 the following:
~a! A ground-state search of the space of substitutio

cation configurations yields the CuPt structure as the gro
state in the octahedral LiCoO2 system, in agreement with th
well-established experimentally observed phase.5 We find
that this result holds even if the CuPt structure is not
cluded in the set of energies used to fit the CE parameter
tion. The CuPt cation structure is the least stable bulk str
ture in tetrahedralABC2.

~b! Finite-temperature calculations predict that the sol
state order-disorder transition for LiCoO2 occurs at tempera
tures (;5100 K) much higher than melting, thus makin
this transition experimentally inaccessible. In contrast, ord
disorder transitions in isovalent tetrahedralABC2 systems
2242 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 2243CATION AND VACANCY ORDERING IN Li xCoO2
FIG. 1. Cation arrangements in tetrahedral~semiconductor! and octahedral~oxide! networks. The black and white atoms represent
cations, while the gray atoms are the anions. Shown are the names of the cation configurations, the structure itself~bold lines indicate
superlattice planes!, and the equivalent superlattice of cations. Note: Some of the structures are shown as only a portion of the comp
cell.
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are &1000 K.1 The addition of Li vacancies lowers thi
transition to;4400 K; however, this transition temperatu
is still too high to be observed. Thus, the finite-temperat
calculations demonstrate that the observed disordered~rock-
salt! phase of LiCoO2 is not thermodynamically stable, but
only stabilized kinetically.

~c! The intercalation reaction energyEtot(s,LiCoO2)
2Etot(s,hCoO2)2Etot(Li, bcc) gives the average batter
voltageV̄ of a LixCoO2 /Li cell for the cathode in the struc
ture s,6 thus providing a means for prediction of batte
intercalation voltages from first-principles energetic
Searching the space of configurationss for large average
voltages, we find thats5CuPt@a monolayer̂ 111& superlat-
tice# has a high voltage (V̄53.78 V), but that this could be
increased by cation randomization (V̄53.99 V), partial dis-
ordering (V̄53.86 V), or by forming a two-layer Li2Co2O4

superlattice alonĝ111& ( V̄54.90 V).
~d! Ordered cation arrangements in LiCoO2 are stable,

similar to the heterovalent tetrahedral I-III-VI2 ~e.g.,
CuInSe2) systems,24 but this is the opposite situation from
the isovalent tetrahedral III-V systems such as GaInP2, in
which bulk ordered compounds areunstable.

~e! The relative order of structural energies in the octa
dral LiCoO2 system is quite different from the tetrahedr
cases: E(CuPt),E(CH),E(CA) in both LiCoO2 and
hCoO2, compared withE(CH),E(CA),E(CuPt), univer-
sally found in the lattice-mismatched tetrahedral syste
~Fig. 2!.

II. METHODS OF CALCULATION

We use the cluster expansion~CE! technique,17,19–22

which consists of an Ising-like expression in which each c
ion is associated with the site of an ideal lattice~fcc, in this
case!, and the pseudospin variableSi is given the value
11(21) if an A(B) atom is assigned to sitei . Within this
e

.

-

s

t-

description, the energy ofanyconfigurations of cations can
be written as19

ECE~s!5(
f

D fJfP f~s!, ~1!

where f is a figure comprised of several lattice sites~pairs,
triplets, etc.!, D f is the number of figures per lattice site,Jf is
the Ising-like interaction for the figuref , andP f is a func-
tion defined as a product over the figuref of the variables
Si , averaged over all symmetry-equivalent figures of latt
sites. This expression incorporates the effects of atomic
laxation ~indeed, one does not require that the cations
precisely at the ideal lattice positions, but merely that ther
a one-to-one correspondence between lattice sites and at
positions!.25 We determine$Jf% by fitting ECE(s) of Ns

structures to local-density approximation~LDA ! total ener-
gies ELDA(s), given the matrices$P f(s)% for these struc-
tures. Table I gives the values of the lattice-averaged s
productsP f(s) and degeneraciesD f for the structures in
Fig. 1. The values ofP f(s) sometimes take on interestin
degeneracies: For example, CA and CH differ only
P f(s) for figures beyond the nearest neighbor, and the C
and D4 structures have3,26 equivalent pair-correlation func
tions for all pair separations. Also, all odd-body correlatio
functions are zero for any structure that possessesA→B ~or
Ŝi→2Ŝi) symmetry, such as all those shown in Fig. 1 Th
means that CuPt andD4 possess not only equivalent pa
correlations, but three-body correlations as well. Thus,
terms of Eq.~1!, all terms in the expansion that correspond
one-, two-, and three-body figures do not distinguish
tween CuPt andD4, and thus the first cluster correlation th
can break the degeneracy between these two structures
the four-body terms. In spite of the similarities between t
CuPt andD4 structures, the former is a superlattice along
@111# direction and hence is rhombohedral, while the latte
not a superlattice and is cubic~see Fig. 1!. Thus, the CuPt
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2244 57C. WOLVERTON AND ALEX ZUNGER
structure has one extra structural degree of freedom~namely
a c/a ratio! that theD4 structure does not have.27

We useNs58 configurations in the fitting procedure
These are shown in Fig. 1. The choice of end-point confi

FIG. 2. Formation energies of cation ordering in tetrahedral
octahedralABC2 compounds in structures shown in Fig. 1. For t
GaInP2 and CdZnTe2 compounds, the energy scale was multipli
by 5 for visual clarity. The GaInP2 , CdZnTe2, and CuInSe2 ener-
getics were taken from Refs. 38, 39, and 24, respectively.
LiCoO2 and hCoO2 energetics are from the present work. ‘‘PS
represents the energy of a phase-separated mixture ofAC1BC
rocksalt ~zinc-blende! binaries in the octahedral~tetrahedral! sys-
tems. ‘‘Rand’’ is the energy of a phase in which cations are dist
uted randomly~i.e., with no correlations! on their sublattice.
-

rations requires some discussion. The nominal end-p
configurations, LiO and CoO in the NaCl structure, do n
obey the octet rule, as LiO has seven valence electro
formula unit, while CoO has~in addition to its filled t2g

shell! nine valence electrons/formula. As a result, the
nominal structures have a very high energy. In the 1:1 str
tures (LiO)n(CoO)n , an electron will move from each CoO
unit to fill the hole in the LiO unit, thus creating normal oct
bonds. These ‘‘charge-compensated’’ end-point compou
(LiO) * and (CoO)* will have a lower energy than the nom
nal LiO and CoO. Our calculations thus consider on
charge-compensated structures. Using the procedure of
Ferreira, and Zunger24 in treating heterovalent alloys, th
conventional, high-energy ‘‘end-point’’ compounds LiO
1CoO are not included in the CE because they are
charge compensated. Our CE could be used topredict the
energies of (LiO)* 1(CoO)* , and we will see that this en
ergy is indeed lower than that of nominal LiO1CoO. We
only include the eight (LiO)n(CoO)n compounds shown in
Fig. 1 in our fit. These cation orderings correspond to b
the observed structures in the LiMO2 series~CuPt,D4, Y2,
and CH! and other cation arrangements not observed in
series (CuAu,W2, V2, andZ2). For substitutional ordering
problems, it is possible to enumerate all configurations up
a given unit cell size.28 The set of cation configurations con
sidered here includes all of the possible equiatomic str
tures with unit cell size up to eight atoms.

The set of twelve figuresf retained in the expansion is th
‘‘empty’’ figure, the first ten neighbor pairs, and the neare
neighbor tetrahedron. In fitting the LDA total energies to t
cluster expansion, we include a Lagrange multiplier with t
constraint that the pair interactions should be as smooth
possible in reciprocal space. This technique~more fully ex-
plained in Ref. 29! allows one to retain more figures in th
expansion than total energies, and also requires the pai
teractions to be as convergent as possible in real space
though more sophisticated versions of the cluster expan
approach29 are available when one requires extreme accur

d

e

-

TABLE I. Lattice averaged spin productsP f(s) ~for a few figuresf ) of the cation configurationss
shown in Fig. 1.

P f(s)
Figure Random

Interaction f D f AC1BC CP D4 Y2 CH CA W2 V2 Z2 x51/2

J0 Empty 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
J1 Point 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
J2 NN pair 6 1 0 0 0 21/3 21/3 21/6 1/2 1/3 0
K2 2NN pair 3 1 21 21 21/3 1/3 1 0 0 1/3 0
L2 3NN pair 12 1 0 0 0 1/3 21/3 0 0 21/3 0
M2 4NN pair 6 1 1 1 21/3 21/3 1 0 0 21/3 0
N2 5NN pair 12 1 0 0 0 21/3 21/3 1/6 21/2 1/3 0
O2 6NN pair 4 1 21 21 1 21 1 0 0 21 0
P2 7NN pair 24 1 0 0 0 1/3 21/3 0 0 21/3 0
Q2 8NN pair 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 21 21 1 0
R2 9NN pair 6 1 0 0 0 21/3 21/3 21/6 1/2 1/3 0
S2 10NN pair 12 1 0 0 0 21/3 21/3 1/6 21/2 1/3 0
J4 Tetrahedron 2 1 21 1 21 1 1 0 0 1/3 0
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57 2245CATION AND VACANCY ORDERING IN Li xCoO2
and has access to a large database of structural energie
use the simple real-space expansion of Eq.~1! with the
Lagrange multiplier. The use of this simple form is pred
cated on the assumption that if we specialize in fixed co
position ~e.g., eitherxLi51 or xLi50) the expansion con
verges quickly with a small number of terms. For our CE,
error in the input energies used in the fit is a negligib
amount,,1 meV/formula unit. To obtain some idea of th
errors involved in the CE predictions, we have remov
some structures and figures from the fitting process, and
amined the resulting errors: Removing the CuPt~CH! struc-
ture and the four-body tetrahedron figure from the fit p
duces an 11~49! meV/formula unit error in the energy o
CuPt ~CH!, negligible changes in the other fitted energi
and an energy of the random cation arrangement, wh
changes by only 1~7! meV/formula unit. The magnitude o
these errors is quite small in terms of the energetic scale
cation ordering (;1000–2000 meV/formula unit! and Li in-
tercalation (;4000 meV/formula unit).

The expression of Eq.~1! can be applied to different or
dering problems, with a separate expansion constructed
each situation. Here, we construct three separate cluste
pansions to describe three different types of structural e
getics as follows.

~a! Formation enthalpies for different Li/Co arrangemen
s on the fcc lattice:

DH f~s,LiCoO2!5Etot~s,LiCoO2!2Etot~LiO,B1!

2Etot~CoO,B1!, ~2!

where the last two terms refer to LiO and CoO in the Na
(B1) structure with the lattice constants obtained by mi
mizing the respective total energies with respect to hyd
static deformation. The resulting CE will reveal Li/Co orde
ing tendencies atxLi51.

~b! Formation enthalpies for differenth/Co arrangements
s on the fcc lattice:

DH f~s,hCoO2!5Etot~s,hCoO2!1Etot~Li,bcc!

2Etot~LiO,B1!2Etot~CoO,B1!, ~3!

whereEtot(Li,bcc) is the total energy of Li in the bcc struc
ture with the lattice constant obtained from total-ener
minimization. The resulting CE will revealh/Co ordering
tendencies atxLi50.

~c! The Li battery intercalation reaction energy for diffe
ent Li/Co ~andh/Co) arrangements on the fcc lattice:

DH react~s!5Etot~s,LiCoO2!2Etot~s,hCoO2!

2Etot~Li, bcc!. ~4!

DH react is the energy gained upon complete deintercalat
of Li from LiCoO2, relative to the Li metal, and is simply th
difference between Eq.~2! and Eq.~3!. If one assumes tha
the Li is removed without a change of the cathode struct
s ~a topotactic reaction!,

LiCoO2~s!→Li12xCoO2~s!1xLi11xe2, ~5!
we
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then~see, e.g., Ref. 6! the reaction energyDH reactof Eq. ~4!
is equal to the integral of the~zero temperature and pressur!
open circuit voltageV of a LixCoO2 /Li cell between Li com-
positionsxLi50 andxLi51:

DH react~s!52FE
0

1

dxV~s,x!52 V̄~s!, ~6!

whereF is the Faraday constant. Hence,uDH reactu is simply
the intercalation voltageaveragedover Li composition. We
note that the intercalation voltage calculated in this manne
a bulk, thermodynamic quantity and does not contain con
butions from the cathode surface or from kinetic phenome

The total energies needed for Eqs.~2!–~4! have been ob-
tained using the first-principles full-potential15 LAPW
method. In the LAPW calculations, we used the exchan
correlation of Ceperley and Alder as parametrized by Perd
and Zunger.30 LAPW sphere radii were chosen to be 2.0, 2
and 1.3 a.u. for Li, Co, and O, respectively. A we
converged basis set was used, corresponding to an en
cutoff of 25.5 Ry (RKmax56.57). Tests were performe
placing the Co 3p levels in a separate semicore energy w
dow as opposed to treating the Co 3p as a core state; negli
gible differences were found, and thus the latter was use
all the calculations described below. Brillouin-zone integ
tions are performed using the equivalentk-point sampling
method, usingk points for each structure corresponding
the same 28(63636) special k points for the fcc
structure.31 All total energies are optimized with respect
volume as well as all cell-internal and -external coordinat
Convergence tests of the energy differences~with respect to
basis function cutoff,k-point sampling, and muffin-tin radii!
indicate that the total-energy differences are converged
within ;0.01–0.02 eV/formula unit.

Spin-polarized calculations were performed for LiCoO2
and hCoO2 in the CuPt cation arrangement in both ferr
magnetic ~FM! and antiferromagnetic~AFM! geometries.
For LiCoO2, both the FM and AFM calculations converge
to the nonmagnetic solution (mCo50). However, for
hCoO2, both FM and AFM calculations showed a weak
magnetic solution (mCo;0.45 for both FM and AFM! with
the total energy of the FM~AFM! state being 14 (;0) meV/
formula unit below the nonmagnetic state. Because spin
larization only has a small effect on the energy of these co
pounds, the calculations below for the energetics of cat
ordering in LiCoO2 and hCoO2 are nonmagnetic~NM!.
NM, FM, and AFM ~with the observed alternating@111# lay-
ers of spins! calculations were also performed for CoO, wi
the AFM solution being lowest in energy, and hence us
here.32

Having obtained the coefficients$Jf% of the CE of Eq.~1!
for the three types~a!–~c! of ordering reactions, we sub
jectedECE(s) to a Monte Carlo simulated annealing meth
for treating the configurational thermodynamics.23 A system
size of 16354096 atoms~with periodic boundary conditions!
was used in all calculations. Monte Carlo simulations we
performed in the canonical ensemble with the transition te
peratures being calculated from the discontinuity in the
ternal energy as a function of temperature, and the gro
states determined from the simulation at a temperature w
all configurational changes proved to be energetically un
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TABLE II. FLAPW calculated formation energies~eV/formula unit! of various cation arrangements i
LiCoO2 and hCoO21Li(bcc):DH f(s,LiCoO2), DH f(s,hCoO2) ~formation energies ofs), and
DH react(s) ~average intercalation voltage of LiCoO2 relative to Li! are defined in Eqs.~2!–~4!. Veq is the
equilibrium volume~Å 3/formula unit! of LiCoO2, anddV is the change in volume upon Li extraction@i.e.,
Veq(LiCoO2)2Veq(hCoO2)#. All energies of various ordered, disordered, and partially ordered cation
rangements in LiCoO2 are from cluster expansions~CE! of FLAPW energetics, and are described in the te

LiCoO2 hCoO21Li(bcc)
Cation structure DH f(s) DH f(s) DH react Veq dV

CuPt 23.38 10.40 23.78 31.3 4.3
D4 23.37 10.54 23.91 30.5 1.9
Y2 23.07 10.80 23.87 31.4 1.9
CH 22.84 10.64 23.48 30.8 3.2
W2 22.82 10.94 23.76 30.6 3.1
CuAu 22.23 11.65 23.88 29.5 3.8
V2 22.02 12.88 24.90 31.3 1.0
Z2 22.13 12.38 24.51 31.5 2.2

Random (h50, SRO50) 22.68 11.31 23.99
Disordered (h50, SROÞ0) 22.95 10.91 23.86
CuPt (h50.88, SRO50) 23.22 10.60 23.82
D4 (h50.88, SRO50) 23.21 10.71 23.92
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vorable. This gives~i! the T50 K ground-state structure
~from a simulation of a finite-size cell initially at high tem
perature, and subsequently slowly cooled to a low temp
ture where all configurational changes proved to be energ
cally unfavorable!, ~ii ! the pair-correlation functions o
atomic short-range order present in the disordered alloy,
~iii ! the order-disorder transition temperatureTc .

III. T50 FORMATION ENERGIES

A. Energetics of Li/Co ordering in LiCoO 2

The formation energies@Eq. ~2!# of LiCoO2 in various
cation arrangements are given in Table II and calcula
structural properties are shown in Table III. We note that
D4 structure is only slightly higher in energy than the Cu
structure. This competition is interesting because LiCo2
has been synthesized in theD4 structure by solution growth
at low temperature.3,7–10,33–35~Although there was initially
some discussion in the literature about this low-tempera
synthesized phase being CuPt with imperfect long-ra
order,7 it is now established that this phase isD4 ~or
‘‘ D4-like’’ !.3,33,9,10,34The near degeneracy of the calculat
energies of the CuPt andD4 structures is simply a conse
quence of their identical pair and three-body correlatio
P f(s) noted above. We will see that the four-body intera
tion J4 that distinguishes these structures is quite small, c
sistent with the small energy difference between CuPt
D4.

B. Energetics ofh/Co ordering in hCoO2

The formation energies@Eq. ~3!# of hCoO2 in various
h/Co arrangements are also given in Table II. These c
figurations correspond to various arrangements of Co andh.
We note the following:

~1! The relative order of energetics is similar inhCoO2
to that in LiCoO2. There is only one qualitative difference
a-
ti-

nd

d
e
t

re
e

s
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n-
d

n-

CH drops in energy significantly upon extraction of Li, an
is lower in energy than theY2 structure, whereas the revers
is true for LiCoO2.

~2! The separation in energy between CuPt andD4 in-
creases inhCoO2 compared to LiCoO2, due to the symme-
try of the phases: Upon extraction of Li in the rhombohed
CuPt structure, thec/a ratio decreases significantly, provid
ing a significant source of energy lowering forhCoO2-CuPt.
D4, on the other hand, is not a layered superlattice in
direction and has cubic symmetry. Hence, the cell parame
of hCoO2(D4) cannot distort in any preferred direction
and consequently,hCoO2(D4) does not relax as much a
CuPt.

~3! The CuPt structure ofhCoO2 ~isostructural with
CdCl2) has anABC . . . stacking of the cation planes. How
ever, recent electrochemical measurements of Amatu
Tarascon, and Klein11 have succeeded in completely deinte
calating Li from LiCoO2, forming ahCoO2 structure that is
isostructural with CdI2, with the stacking of planes in an
AAA . . . arrangement~see Fig. 3 and Table III! which we
call ‘‘CuPt (AAA).’’ These two structure are not related t
one another by substitutional degrees of freedom, and
are not describable by a single cluster expansion. To ex
ine these nonsubstitutional degrees of freedom, we have
formed total-energy calculations ofhCoO2 in both the CuPt
and CuPt (AAA) structures (CdI2). Consistent with the ob-
servations of Amatucci, Tarascon, and Klein,11 we find that
the hCoO2 in theAAA stacking is lower in energy than th
CuPt structure by;0.05 eV/formula unit.

~4! We find that LiCoO2 in the CuPt (AAA) structure
~Fig. 3! is higher in energy than the CuPt structure~with
ABC stacking! by ;0.15 eV/formula unit, in agreemen
with the fact that the observed CuPt ground state in LiCo2
hasABC stacking.

C. Effect of cation arrangement on average voltages

Table II gives the calculated reaction energies given
Eq. ~4! for each of the cation arrangementss studied here.
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57 2247CATION AND VACANCY ORDERING IN Li xCoO2
The average voltages for all cation arrangements consid
are in the;4 V range. In particular, the average voltage f
LiCoO2 in the CuPt structure~3.78 V! is in reasonable agree
ment with measured values~4.0–4.2 V! ~Refs. 5, 12, 13 and
11! and pseudopotential calculations~3.75 V!.36 Some con-
figurations like CH, show a marked relaxation of thehCoO2
phase, and hence show a significantly lower voltage than
other configurations. Thus, as also has been pointed ou
previous authors,14,36we find that first-principles calculation
can provide predictions of intercalation energies and hen
battery voltages.

An interesting aspect of the effect of cation ordering
average voltage is that LiCoO2 in the V2 structure has a
much higher average voltage than CuPt. This increase
voltage is of interest becauseV2 is a (LiO)2(CoO)2 ~111!
superlattice, whereas CuPt is a (LiO)1(CoO)1 ~111! super-
lattice. If one exchanges every other pair of cations in
CuPt layered sequence, theV2 layering is obtained. Thus
V2 is just CuPt with antisites on two out of every four laye
This suggests that antisite defects LiCo and CoLi in the
LiCoO2 CuPt structure, while energetically very costl
should increase the voltage of the compound.

FIG. 3. Different stacking arrangements of close-packed ca
planes in LiCoO2 and hCoO2. The white, black, and gray atom
represent Li, Co, and O, respectively. Clockwise from the top l
the structures are~i! the stable LiCoO2 ~CuPt! phase~equivalent to
the phase shown in Fig. 1 but from a point of view that emphas
the layered nature of the compound! with close-packed cation
planes in theABC . . . fcc stacking.~ii ! The hCoO2(CuPt) struc-
ture ~isostructural with CdCl2) formed from extracting Li from the
LiCoO2 structure, with close-packed cation planes in anABC . . .
stacking.~iii ! The observedhCoO2 phase ‘‘CuPt (AAA)’’ ~isos-
tructural with CdI2) that corresponds to anAAA . . . stacking of
close-packed cation planes.~iv! A hypothetical LiCoO2 structure
‘‘CuPt (AAA),’’ formed from insertion of Li into the
hCoO2(CdI2) phase.
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IV. CLUSTER EXPANSIONS OF Li/Co AND h/Co
ORDERING AND DH react

We can now use the set of first-principles calculated
ergetics described in Sec. III to determine a set of interac
coefficients of the cluster expansion@Eq. ~1!# for cation or-
dering. We have constructed three cluster expansions
three different types of ordering:~i! Li/Co ordering in
LiCoO2, ~ii ! h/Co ordering inhCoO2, and ~iii ! cation or-
dering effects on the average intercalation voltage~see be-
low!.

The pair interactionsJf found from our CE fits are shown
in Fig. 4, both as real-space pairsJ(uRi2Rj u) and as the
lattice Fourier transform in reciprocal spaceJ(k). We see
that the pair interactions in real space are decaying with
tance quite quickly, indicating convergence of the expans
In reciprocal space, the pair interactions in Fig. 4 show so
interesting properties: Minima inJ(k) indicate wave vectors
where composition waves are likely to form low-ener
structures. The four-body interactionsJ4 found from our CE
fits are much smaller than the pair interactions~e.g.,J2) with
the ratioJ4 /J250.004, 0.02, and 0.04 for the types of orde
ing ~i!–~iii ! above.

For Li/Co ordering in LiCoO2, the threelocal minima of
J(k) are located at three wave vectors~shown by bold ar-
rows in Fig. 4!: L-point 1

2 (111), W-point 1
2 (201), and near

the K-point 1
2 (110). ~Additionally, an extremely shallow

minimum occurs between theG and X points.! These three
wave vectors are the composition waves used to build al

the structures in the LiMO2 series: CuPt andD4 @ 1
2 (111)#,

CH @ 1
2 (201)#, and Y2 @ 1

2 (110)#. The global minimum of

J(k) occurs at theL-point @ 1
2 (111)#, the composition wave

used to construct the CuPt andD4 structures. Thus, we an
ticipate that the pair interactionsJ(k) for cation ordering in
other LiMO2 systems~for other transition metalsM ) is
likely to be qualitatively similar to that of Fig. 4 with
changes in the relative minima at these three points.
h/Co ordering inhCoO2, the minima inJ(k) occur at the
same points as in the case of Li/Co ordering in LiCoO2,
indicating that the relative ordering tendencies are simila
the two systems.

For the cluster expansion of average intercalation ene
the minimum ofJ(k) occurs at theG point, the origin of
reciprocal space~also shown by a bold arrow in Fig. 4,d),
indicating that phase separation into LiO1CoO should pro-
duce a lowDH react, and hence a high voltage.

Once the interactions$Jf% are obtained, Eq.~1! provides
an efficient parametrization of the energy ofany configura-
tion. Applications of this cluster expansion parametrizati
which we now discuss include a search of configurat
space~via a Monte Carlo simulated annealing algorithm! for
ground-state structures, which need not necessarily be
cluded in the input set, thus opening the possibility of d
covering unsuspected low-energy states. One can also
form Monte Carlo simulations at finite temperatures to ass
the thermodynamic and order-disorder properties of the s
tem. Finally, one can easily calculate the energetics of dis
dered and partially ordered cation arrangements in these
tems.

As pointed out previously, the cluster expansions use

n
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TABLE III. Predicted structural information of observed LiCoO2 phases. Where available, experimen
data and other calculated results are shown. CuPt-ABC and CuPt-AAA refer to CuPt configurations o
cations~alternately stacked Li/Co orh/Co close-packed layers! in ABC . . . or AAA . . . type stackings,
respectively. ForhCoO2 , CuPt-ABC and CuPt-AAA are isostructural with CdCl2 and CdI2, respectively.
Bulk moduli for LiCoO2 ~CuPt! andhCoO2 ~CuPt! were calculated~present work! to be 2.4 and 2.8 Mbar,
respectively.

Compound Method a ~Å! c ~Å! Li-O ~Å! Co-O ~Å! Veq ~Å 3)

LiCoO2 (CuPt-ABC) Expt.a 2.82 14.04 2.07 1.94 32.23
FLAPW ~present work! 2.81 13.60 2.08 1.90 31.2

Pseudopot.b 2.93 13.2 2.10 1.96 32.71

hCoO2 (CuPt-ABC) FLAPW ~present work! 2.78 12.13 1.85 26.9
Pseudopot.b 2.88 12.26 1.90 29.36

LiCoO2 (CuPt-AAA) FLAPW ~present work! 2.79 4.74 2.11 1.90 32.0

hCoO2 (CuPt-AAA) Expt.c 2.822 4.29 1.91 29.6
FLAPW ~present work! 2.80 4.01 1.85 27.1

LiCoO2 (D4) Expt.d 8.002 2.06 1.95 32.0
FLAPW ~present work! 7.90 2.05 1.91 30.7

hCoO2 (D4) FLAPW ~present work! 3.85 1.85 28.5

aReference 13.
bReference 36.
cReference 11.
dReference 40.
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input only charge-compensated compounds, and there
can be used to predict the energies of charge-compens
(LiO) * 1(CoO)* . We find from our CE of LiCoO2 that
(LiO) * 1(CoO)* is 0.79 eV/formula unit lower in energy
than the nominal, non-charge-compensated LiO1CoO. Simi-
larly, the CE ofhCoO2 predicts that (hO)* 1(CoO)* is
0.84 eV below the noncompensated compounds.

A. Ground states

The simulated annealing algorithm finds the CuPt str
ture as the low-temperature state. In Table II, we simply n
that this structure was the lowest in energy of the eight str
tures calculated by LAPW. But, the simulated annealing p
diction of the ground state demonstrates that CuPt is also
lowest-energy configuration out of an astronomical num
of possible configurations~without symmetry, there are;2N

possible configurations that the algorithm could explo
whereN54096). For our cluster expansion ofhCoO2, the
simulated annealing algorithm also finds CuPt as the low
energy substitutional configuration. As we have alrea
shown above, nonsubstitutional configurations are e
lower in energy for thehCoO2 system~e.g., the CdI2 struc-
ture!.

By combining the simulated annealing algorithm with t
cluster expansion of average voltage, one can search fo
cation configuration withmaximum voltage. This search
yields a phase separated~LiO1CoO! configuration~5.8 V!.
Deintercalating Li from this configuration would correspo
to the artificial case of LiO→Li1hO(fcc). It is interesting
to note that other authors36 by very different means have als
re
ted

-
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n
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arrived at the conclusion that this admittedly artificial ca
corresponds to the theoretical maximum voltage in LiMO2
compounds.

B. Order-disorder transitions

For LiCoO2, the order-disorder transition between th
low-temperature CuPt phase and the high-temperature d
dered phase is predicted to occur at;5100 K ~Fig. 5!, well
above the melting point of this material.~Note that the cal-
culations in this paper are all solid state, and thus do
consider the liquid phase.! Antayaet al.34 report a disordered
rocksalt phase of LiCoO2, grown by laser ablation depositio
at 150 °C, whereas growth at higher temperatures result
either theD4 or CuPt phases. Our calculations indicate th
the observed34 disordered rocksalt phase of LiCoO2 is not
thermodynamically stable, but is rather only stabilized ki-
netically, consistent with the fact that the disordered ph
can only be grown at low temperatures. By performing
simulation ofh/Co orderinghCoO2 at finite temperatures
we were able to ascertain the effect of vacancies on
order-disorder transition temperature. Upon complete
moval of Li, the order-disorder transition ofhCoO2 drops to
;4400 K, still much too high to be experimentally acce
sible. Thus, the addition of Li vacancies is not likely to ma
the disordered rocksalt phase thermodynamically access
to experiments~although this phase is still kinetically acce
sible!.

At temperatures below 2000 K, the CuPt structure is p
dicted to be completely ordered. Thus, at any growth te
peratures where thermodynamic equilibrium is achieved,
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CuPt phase should form with a long-range order~LRO! pa-
rameter of nearly unity. Thus, antisite defects LiCo or CoLi
are probably not formed under conditions of thermodynam
equilibrium. Also, since CuPt is completely ordered by 20
K, even theD4 structure is not stabilized by thermodynam
factors~i.e., thermal fluctuations in energy are smaller th
the CuPt-D4 energy difference for temperatures of interes!.
However, the D4 structure has been observed in lo
temperature solution grown and laser ablation-gro
samples, which are probably not equilibrium phases.

C. Properties of disordered and partially ordered
cation arrangements

Using the CE, we can compute the energetics ofany cat-
ion arrangement such as random alloys or any disorde
~short-range or long-range ordered! phases. These are ex
amples of phases that are not directly accessible to fi
principles calculations, but may be accessed via the clu
expansion. We show the cluster expansion energetics of
eral such phases in Table II.

FIG. 4. Pair-interaction energiesJf andJ(k) in both real~left!
and reciprocal space~right!. Interactions are shown for the cluste
expansions of energies of Li/Co ordering in LiCoO2 @~a! and ~b!#,
energies ofh/Co ordering inhCoO2 @~c! and ~d!#, and average
intercalation voltage in LiCoO2 @~e! and~f!#. In real space, positive
values ofJf indicate a preferred tendency for unlike atoms~‘‘order-
ing’’ ! and negative values indicate a tendency for like ato
~‘‘clustering’’ !. The labels a, b, g, and d indicate the
1
2 @110#, 1

2 @111#, 1
2 @201#, and @000# points in reciprocal space

which correspond to the ordering waves of theY2, ~CuPt andD4),
CH, and phase-separated structures, respectively.
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Random alloy. The perfectly random alloy is a phase
which Li and Co atoms~or h and Co forhCoO2) are dis-
tributed on their cation fcc sublattice with no atom-atom c
relation between cation sites. This corresponds to the
thalpy asT→`. The energy of this random phase is eas
computed from the cluster expansion of Eq.~1!, since the
absence of atomic correlations leads to the simple va
P f50, and thus the energy of the random alloy is given
ECE(random)5J0. The energies of random cation arrang
ments in LiCoO2 and hCoO2 are shown in Table II. The
ordering energy of an ordered compounds is the energy
required to constructs from the random cation arrangemen
dEord(s)5E(s)2E(random). From Table II, we can se
that for both LiCoO2 and hCoO2, all ordered cation con-
figurations considered havedEord,0, except for CA,V2,
andZ2.

Partial short-range order. Because Antayaet al.34 report
the existence of some degree of CuPt-type ordering in t
disordered phase, we have also computed~Table II! the en-
ergetics of a disordered rocksalt phase with some degre
atomic short-range order~SRO!. SRO is a finite-temperature
effect, and is characterized in real space by the pair corr
tion functionsP0,nÞ0 for the nth atomic shell. Thus, the

s

FIG. 5. Monte Carlo calculated~a! energy relative to theT50
energy of the CuPt structure and~b! heat capacity as functions o
temperature for LiCoO2. The transition between the CuPt and di
ordered~rocksalt! LiCoO2 can be seen at;5100 K.
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SRO parameters,P0,n measure the extent to which spati
correlationsexist in disordered alloys. The SRO paramet
used to compute the energetics of the first ten neighbor sh
were obtained from a Monte Carlo simulation of the LiCoO2
disordered alloy just above the order-disorder transition~in
parentheses are the values for fully ordered CuPt orD4):
20.06(0.0),20.27(21.0),10.03(0.0),10.12(11.0),
10.02(0.0), 20.07(21.0), 20.02(0.0),10.10(1.0),
20.01(0.0), and20.01(0.0). Note that the energetic effe
of SRO is to significantly lower the energy of the rando
phase in both LiCoO2 and hCoO2 by 0.27 and 0.40 eV/
formula unit, respectively.

Partial long-range order. There have also been reports
long-range ordered LiCoO2 ~either CuPt orD4) with small
quantities of Li on the Co sites, or vice versa. This amou
to a CuPt orD4 phase with partial LRO. If the LRO param
eter h51, then all Li and Co atoms reside completely
their own sublattice and LRO is perfect. However, for sta
of partial LRO,h,1, and there is an amount (12h/2) of
intermixing between sublattices. For simplicity, we assu
that there are no short-range correlations between the in
mixed atoms. In Table II, we show the energetics of Cu
and D4 structures with LRO parameterh50.88, corre-
sponding to 6% of Li on the Co sites, and vice versa. T
LiCoO2 energies of CuPt andD4 are both raised by 0.16
eV/formula unit relative to theh51 fully ordered phases
while the corresponding increases forhCoO2 is 0.20 and
0.17 eV/formula unit.

The cluster expansion of voltage can also be used to
dict the average voltages of configurations not directly acc
sible to first-principles calculations~Table II!. In particular,
we see that the random alloy~3.99 V! is predicted to have a
higher average voltage than the ordered CuPt phase~3.78 V!.
Since this phase has been produced by laser ablation34 it
would be interesting to measure its electrochemical prop
ties, in order to compare with our predictions. The incre
in voltage due to disorder is significantly reduced when o
considers the disordered phase with SRO described a
~3.86 V!. Thus, it is possible that experimentally, the volta
of the disordered LiCoO2 relative to CuPt could be used t
indirectly determine the amount of short-range order in
sample. Also in Table II are the voltages of partially lon
range ordered CuPt andD4 phases with 6% of the Co atom
on the Li sites (h50.88). Even this small amount of antisi
defects increases the voltages of CuPt andD4 by 0.05 and
0.01 V, respectively. Note that, for either LRO or SRO, t
qualitative effect of disordering is the same: disorder rai
the energy ofhCoO2 more than LiCoO2, and thus raises the
average voltage.

V. ENERGETICS OF OCTAHEDRAL VS TETRAHEDRAL
ABC2 NETWORKS

We now compare our results for cation ordering in t
octahedral LiCoO2 and hCoO2 systems with the well-
studied cases of cation ordering in isovalent and heterova
tetrahedralABC2 systems. In the~heterovalent! octahedral
LiMO2 systems, ordered cation arrangements arestablewith
respect to LiO1MO. This ordered compound stability i
qualitatively similar to heterovalent tetrahedral systems, s
as CuInSe2, where cation ordered phases are stable rela
s
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to decomposition into CuSe1InSe zinc-blende binaries. Jus
as in the LiCoO2 case, the binaries correspond to compoun
~rocksalt LiO and CoO and zinc-blende CuSe and InSe! that
do not satisfy the octet rule, and hence are relatively hi
energy configurations. The high energy of the constitue
‘‘exposes’’ the ordered compounds~which do satisfy the oc-
tet rule! as stable in these I-III-VI2 systems. The stability of
ordered compounds in octahedral LiMO2 systems is, how-
ever, in contrast to the isovalent tetrahedralAIIIBIIIC2

V sys-
tems, in which bulk ordered compounds are unstable w
respect toAC1BC. In these III-III-V2 systems, the phase
separated state is the low-energy ground state, and ord
compounds that have been observed have been shown1 to be
a result of a combination of epitaxial strain and surfac
reconstruction-induced ordering.

The relative order of energies of ordered compounds
the octahedral LiCoO2 and hCoO2 systems is also quite
different from the ~isovalent or heterovalent! tetrahedral
cases: E(CuPt),E(CH),E(CA) in both LiCoO2 and
hCoO2, compared withE(CH),E(CA),E(CuPt), univer-
sally found in the lattice-mismatched tetrahedral syste
Also, in the octahedral systems, the ordering energydEord
,0 for both CuPt and CH, whiledEord,0 for CH in the
tetrahedral systems.

The CuPt structure is preferred in octahedral netwo
due to strain energy arguments: For an octahedralABC2
system that has distinct equilibriumA-C and B-C bond
lengths, the CuPt structure has the property that the c
internal distortion of the anions (C) accommodatesanyequi-
librium A-C and B-C bond lengths, and maintains allA-C
bond lengths equal to one another~and similarly forB-C).
TheD4 structure also possesses this optimal structural re
ation. This optimal bond-length accommodation is intere
ing in light of the fact that the cation CuPt structure intet-
rahedral systems, when relaxed, possesses two equilibr
A-C bonds~and similarly forB-C) as opposed to the singl
A-C bond in the octahedral case. The distinction between
two A-C bonds intetrahedralCuPt is due to the fact tha
some of theA-C bonds in this structure are along the dire
tion of cell-internal distortion and otherA-C bonds are per-
pendicular to this direction. Thus, whenC atoms are relaxed
these two types ofA-C bonds adopt different bond length
However, in theoctahedralCuPt structure, none of theA-C
bonds are either along or perpendicular to the distortion
rection of the anions, but rather allA-C bonds are at equiva
lent angles to this direction. Thus, when the anions relax,
A-C bonds are distorted by equal amounts. The calcula
equilibrium bond lengths in all cation arrangements
LiCoO2 are given in Table IV. One can see from this tab
that CuPt andD4 are the only structures for which there
only one type of symmetry-inequivalent Li-O and Co-
bond. Structures with Li-O and Co-O bonds equal to o
another~e.g., CH, CA! are energetically unfavorable. In te
rahedral systems, the configuration that possesses the
mum structural geometry, analogous to CuPt in octahe
coordination, is the CH structure, which is the lowest-ene
ordered compound in size mismatched semiconductor all
This strain energy argument can also explain the rela
stability of CuPt, CH, and CA in octahedral vs tetrahed
systems: Using a simple valence force field that includ
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only energetic effects due to strain, one obtains the cor
order of these three structures for both octahedral and te
hedral systems as compared with LAPW.37–39 One should
note, however, that in the LiMO2 series, there are system
other thanM5Co that possess ground states other than C
e.g., the CH andY2 structures. Thus, clearly, strain-on
arguments do not explain the totality of ordering tendenc
in these compounds, as other effects must dominate in s
systems.

Another distinction between the ordering tendencies
the octahedral LiCoO2 system with those of the tetrahedr
systems is in the energy scale. In Fig. 2, the energy scal
the tetrahedral systems is multiplied by a factor of 5, and
still smaller than the octahedral energy scale. The differe
between the energy of the highest and lowest ordered c
pounds in the isovalent tetrahedral III-III-V2 systems is
dE(CuPt-CH);0.1 eV/formula unit, in the heterovalent te
rahedral CuInSe2 system it is dE(V2-CH);0.7 eV/
formula unit, whereas this difference in the octahedral s
tems isdE(V2-CuPt);1.4 eV/formula unit in the LiCoO2
system anddE(V2-CuPt);2.4 eV/formula unit inhCoO2.
Thus the energetic effect of cation ordering is much m
dramatic in the octahedrally coordinated networks.

VI. SUMMARY

Using a combination of first-principles total-energy calc
lations, a cluster expansion approach, and Monte Carlo si
lated annealing, we have studied the cation ordering
LiCoO2 and hCoO2, and compared the ordering in the
heterovalent octahedrally coordinated systems with prev
studies of ordering in both isovalent and heterovalent te
hedralABC2 systems. We find many significant differenc

TABLE IV. Calculated bond lengths in various cation arrang
ments of LiCoO2.

Cation structure Li-O~Å! Co-O ~Å!

CuPt 2.08 1.90
D4 2.05 1.91
Y2 1.93,2.08,2.28 1.86,1.92,1.94
CH 1.94,2.24 1.89,1.94
W2 1.93,1.97,2.09,2.12 1.86,1.90,1.93,1.9
CuAu 1.87,1.99 1.87,1.99
V2 1.89,2.21 1.84,2.04
Z2 1.99,2.04,2.35 1.76,1.96,1.99
s
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between ordering in octahedral and tetrahedral systems
the heterovalent octahedral systems, ordered compou
have negative formation energies, and are hencestable. This
is qualitatively similar to the heterovalent tetrahedral ca
but distinct from the isovalent tetrahedral semiconducto
where ordered cation arrangements are unstable. Also,
relative order of ordered compound energies is differen
the octahedral systems studied here, relative to either is
lent or heterovalent tetrahedral systems. In particular,
both the LiCoO2 andhCoO2 systems, a simulated annealin
ground-state search of the entire cation configuration sp
yields the CuPt cation arrangement as the lowest ene
ground state, whereas this structure is thehighest energy
configuration in tetrahedral III-III-V2 systems. The scale o
ordering energetics is dramatically different in the LiCoO2
and hCoO2 octahedral systems (;1.5–2.5 eV!, compared
with that of either heterovalent~e.g.,;0.7 eV in CuInSe2)
or isovalent tetrahedral semiconductors (;0.1 eV). This
difference in energy scales is also reflected in the differ
temperature scales of order-disorder problems in the
types of systems: While typical order-disorder temperatu
in isovalent or heterovalent tetrahedral systems
&1000 K, we find transition temperatures of;5100 K and
;4400 K for LiCoO2 andhCoO2, respectively.

Because LiCoO2 is in a class of materials being studie
for use in rechargeable Li batteries, we have also exami
the effects of cation ordering on Li intercalation energies a
average voltages in LixCoO2 /Li cells. Searching the space o
configurationss for large average voltages, we find thats
5CuPt @a monolayer̂ 111& superlattice# has a high voltage
( V̄53.78 V), but that this could be increased by cation ra
domization (V̄53.99 V), partial disordering (V̄53.86 V),
or by forming a two-layer Li2Co2O4 superlattice along

^111& ( V̄54.90 V).
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